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Abstract 

The article highlights the role of Kevlar yarns in the production of weft knit auxetic fabrics. For the purpose of fabricating 
three kinds of auxetic weft knitted fabrics, three different geometrical structures namely rotational structure, foldable structure and 
double-headed arrow topological structures with three different knit loop lengths were produced using computerized flat knitting 
machine. Experimental results show that all three different weft knitted fabrics have auxetic effect. The Poisson’s ratio values of the 
three fabrics are inversely proportional to knit loop lengths. However, differences exist between the curves of Poisson’s ratio relative 
to strain. With regards to the rotational and double-headed arrow topological structures, the curves tend to be monotonic, whilst that of 
the foldable structure takes the form of a parabola. This research thus confirms the possibility of producing auxetic fabrics based on 
several geometrical structures using flat knitting technology. 
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1 Introduction 

Auxetic materials and structures exhibit negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR), they laterally contract when compressed and 
laterally expand when stretched [1]. These materials and structures have gained attention over the last several years from textile 
experts, materials engineers and other researchers [2]. This is because of their extraordinary properties, such as antishearingability, 
robust fracture strength, excellent mechanical properties,anticompression, good surface fitting ability and high energy absorption 
properties. Auxetic materials can be widely applied in various areas, including architecture, civil engineering, sports clothing, 
protection against explosives, high performance equipment, insulation, filters and so on [3-5]. 

 
It is established that the auxetic effect of materials is derived from the interaction of the deformation mechanism, which is 

associated with the inherent specific internal geometry. 
 
Different kinds of geometrical models and methods of fabricating auxetic materials were summarized [6]. They reviewed 

different kinds of geometrical models for auxetic materials, such as rotating model, helical model, re-entrant model, chiral model, 
nodule and fibril model and so on. Auxetic textile materials can be manufactured based on different forms, including fibers, yarns, 
woven, warp knitting and weft knitting. 

 
An auxetic polypropylene fiber has been produced successfully by using a novel thermal processing technique [7]. A novel 

approach has been adopted to manufacture a complex yarn structure based on helical model, in which a softer filament was used as 
core yarn and a stiffer yarn was wrapped around it helically [8]. A modified four-layer woven structure with auxetic fabric has been 
produced and researched its impact applications compared to standard non-auxetic samples [9]. A three-dimensional auxetic 
warpknitted spacer fabric has been developed based on specific geometric structure that composed of two parallelograms aligned in V 
shape [10]. 

 
Also, three-dimensional auxetic warp-knitted fabrics have been fabricated based on rotational hexagonal structure and it is 

found that these warp-knitted fabrics has negative Poisson’s ratio [11]. An auxetic weft knitted fabric has been fabricated employing 
flat knitting technology based on Miura-ori pattern [12]. The development shows that weft knitting technology broadens the 
application of weft-knitted textile, such as protection clothing, dental floss etc.  

 
  Computerized flat knitting technology to fabricate various auxetic weft-knitted fabrics with different parameters. The auxetic 
effects of the three fabrics are derived from the disequilibrium of face and reverse loops. The rotating auxetic structure and double-
head arrow auxetic structure have been put forwarded, but none of them used face and reverse loops to fabricate auxetic weft knitted 
based on these structures. For the first time, folding auxetic structure based on irregular heptagon is proposed. It has been shown that 
different auxetic weft-knitted fabrics based on various geometries structures can be obtained. The influence of structural and machine 
parameters on the performance of weft-knitted fabrics are discussed. 
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2. Development of weft knit structures 
2.1 Weft knitted fabrics developed based on rotating structure 

With regards to the rotational structure, the deformation of weft knit fabrics is based on theory of geometrical configurations 
[13] (Ma et al., 2017). Auxetic rotational materials and structures can be produced when linked at some point of the unit. When 
stretched in wale or course direction, clockwise due to the shrinkage effect of sections B and Cafter knitting. When stretched along a 
certain direction, the section A will rotate anticlockwise while expanding in both directions. 
 

 
 

 
Figure - Geometrical structure (a) and knitting pattern (b) of rotating weft knitted fabric (red represents face loops, green represents 
reverse loops, gray represents face tucks) [14]. 
 

The Poisson’s ratio against strain curve of the rotational auxetic weft knitted fabric under loop length of 0.47, 0.50and 0.53 
cm have been determined. At 10%strain, the Poisson’s ratio value is smallest for the sample with loop length of 0.53 cm, followed by 
the sample 0.50 cm angles between the edges of adjacent shapes or units change due to the rotation of rotating sections and the units, 
thereby expanding in both directions with the increasing angle. The knitted pattern figure based on rotational model has been 
determined. The auxetic rotational pattern composed of face loops, reverse loops and face tucks. The section A is made of face loops 
and faces tucks, and the section B and C are made of face and reverses loops. Due to the structural disequilibrium and interaction of 
face and reverse loops, the sections B and C will shrink due to their alternate arrangement after knitting. However, the sections A 
won’t shrink and the tuck loops make the section A separate with section B and C. Finally, the section A will rotate clockwise due to 
the shrinkage effect of sections B and Cafter knitting. When stretched along a certain direction, the section A will rotate anticlockwise 
while expanding in both directions. 

 
The Poisson’s ratio against strain curve of the rotational auxetic weft knitted fabric under loop length of 0.47, 0.50and 0.53 

cm have been determined. At 10%strain, the Poisson’s ratio value is smallest for the sample with loop length of 0.53 cm, followed by 
the sample 0.50 cmloop length and lastly the loop length of 0.47 cm. This is because of the loop length has great influence on the 
degree of distortion of fabric, the fabric with larger loop length tend to possess lower fabric density, so the fabric is more 
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easilydistorted compared to the fabric with larger loop length. It also can be seen that the Poisson’s ratio value decrease with the 
increase of loop length, which lead to better auxetic effect. All Poisson’s ratios against strain curve are monotonic. The fabric when 
stretched in the course direction, the width of wale direction increases. The auxetic effect results due to the rotation of the section A. 
However, the auxetic effect decreases with the increase of the strain in the course direction. 
 
2.2. Weft knitted fabrics developed based on foldable structure 

The principle of employing foldable structures to obtain an auxetic effect is that a folded structure can be unfolded when 
stretched in a certain direction. The geometrical structure figure and knitting pattern have been determined. The folded weft knitted 
fabric can be produced by combining face and reverse loops. Due to the structural disequilibrium and interaction of face and reverse 
loops, this shrinks the folded weft knitted fabric. When stretched in course direction, the folded fabric extends gradually in the wale 
direction, which makes folded weft knitted fabric generate auxetic effect. 

 
The Poisson’s ratio against strain curve of folded weft knitted fabric has been determined. It can be found that the best 

auxetic effect of folded weft knitted fabric are obtained in a strain range of 40–50% with the loop lengths of 0.53,0.50 and 0.47 cm, 
respectively. The variation of the Poisson’s ratio is not monotonic, the value of Poisson’s ratio decreases firstly and then increase with 
the increase of the strain, which means the auxetic effect improve firstly and then decrease. When the folded weft knitted fabric is 
stretched, the elongation in the course direction is faster than waledirection at the initial stage, and with the increase of loading, the 
expansion of wale direction increases faster than course direction. This leads to the best effect with aPoisson’s ratio value of –0.35, 
however, with an increase in loading, the auxetic effect of folded weft knitted fabric in the transverse direction decrease due to the 
fabric becoming more planar. Thus, the curve of Poisson’s ratio obtained tends to assume a parabolic form. 
 
2.3. Weft knitted fabrics developed based on doubleheadedarrow topological structure 

Double-headed arrow topological structure is a typical model that can produce auxetic effect. It has been found that the 
double-headed arrow topological structures can expand in the wale direction when stretched in the course direction. The auxetic effect 
emanates from an arrangement of the face and reverse loops. The knitting pattern of the smallest repeating unit cell and fabric figure 
has been determined. It can be found that the auxetic effect in the wale direction can be obtained when stretched in the course 
direction. The reason is that the loading in the course direction can make the doubleheadedarrows unfold along the wale direction, thus 
the auxetic effect is obtained. The Poisson’s ratio against strain curve of double-headed arrow weft knitted fabric has been determined. 
It can be found that the best auxetic effect of double-headed arrow weft knitted fabric are obtained with strain at 10% and loop length 
of 0.53 cm, followed by the loop length of 0.50 cm,and then lastly the loop length of 0.47. The variation of all the Poisson’s ratio 
against curve is monotonic, the value of Poisson’s ratio value increase with the increase of the strain. When stretched, the elongation 
in the wale direction is obtained at the initial stages, which lead to the best effect with Poisson’s ratio value of –0.125. However, with 
an increase in loading, the auxetic effect of double-headed arrow weft knitted fabric in the wale direction decrease due to the fabric 
becoming more planar. Thus, auxetic effect is disappears. 
 
3. Conclusion 

Three different auxetic weft knitted fabrics have been developed using computerized flat knitting machines. Threedifferent 
geometrical structures (rotational structure, folding structure and double-headed arrow topological structure) and three different loop 
lengths both have influenced the auxetic effect of fabrics. The results show that the auxetic effects exist in all fabrics and the value of 
negative Poisson’s ratio vary with the strain for all the fabrics. The curve of Poisson’s ratio/strain of the rotational weft knitted fabric 
and double-headed arrow topological are monotonic; however, the curve of Poisson’s ratio/strain is a parabolic for thefolding 
structure. The study again demonstrates that auxetic effect could be influenced by the loop length, because of the larger loop length, 
the lower the fabric density, which makes the fabric more easily prone to deformation. However, there are various factors that also 
affect the auxetic effect, and they include loop shape deformation, yarn slippage effect and the soft feature of weft knitted fabric. 
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